IR and microscopic studies of polyurethane surface in the Polish extracorporeal ventricular assist device POLVAD-MEV
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The aim of this article is to show results of IR measurements and microscopic analysis performed on layers prepared with dissolved VAD fragments and pieces of ventricular assist devices cut out from determined VAD sectors.

Design/methodology/approach: The objects of the study have been POLVAD-MEV VADs from POLCAS system. Four ventricular assist devices POLVAD-MEV have been investigated with use M80 SPECORD IR spectrophotometer and high sensitivity Zeiss – 5 Exciter Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope equipped with a CCD camera.

Findings: The carried IR and microscopic studies showed changes of VAD inner surface. All VAD polyurethane fragments had lower or higher degree of degradation, which isn’t directly connected with implantation time.

Research limitations/implications: The polyurethane degradation and surface damage is probably connected with its hydrolysis. The potential effect of blood interaction with VAD inner surface was discussed.

Originality/value: of this paper is spectrophotometer and microscopic studies of polyurethane surface in the polish extracorporeal ventricular assist device POLVAD-MEV.
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Reference to this paper should be given in the following way:
1. Introduction

Polyurethanes (PUs) are one of the most important groups of the polymers family. They are characterized by excellent mechanical and physical properties as well as high wear resistance [1-2]. Biomedical polyurethanes are also perfectly tolerated by tissues and are characterized by low thrombogenicity. For this reason, they are widely used for medical applications, i.e. ventricular assist devices (VADs) [2].

Urethane elastomers are being obtained from the reactions of diizocyanates with olygomeric diols and low-molecular compounds containing hydroxyl and amino groups [1,3]. Regarding completed medical product polyurethane biodegradation resistance is very important [4,5]. Biodegradation is defined as the chemical decomposition of the material being under influence of the biologically active environment impact, leading to the physical properties loss [6,7]. Polymer implant biodegradation in the living organism can proceed on the way of hydrolysis or oxidation processes [8]. Literature data indicate that polyurethane medical products after clinical implantation run a risk of hydrolytic degradation being initialized by the host organism [2]. This phenomena could be dictated of the biological environment pH change, ions and organism enzymes presence [2,9]. The infrared spectroscopy can be used to corroborate the biodegradation of polymeric materials, mainly by monitoring the variation of characteristic bands. In general the structural changes are minimal and a reliable interpretation depends on a right analysis of a set of spectral [6,9].

The objects of the study have been POLVAD-MEV VADs from POLCAS system. Polish heart supporting system – POLCAS, developed in Artificial Heart Laboratory of Religa's Foundation of Cardiac Surgery Development from Zabrze, consists of the extracorporeal heart support device POLVAD and driving unit controlling prosthesis work – POLPDU 401. POLCAS system has been produced since 1999 by Intra-Cordis company and being currently in clinical use in four cardio surgical centres in Poland. Up to now the system has been used in over 290 cases supporting extremely insufficient heart - both like recovery and bridge to transplantation – the longest effective support of patient heart was 680 days.

2. Experimental

Four ventricular assist devices POLVAD-MEV have been investigated. After VADs arrival from clinics and its special preparation processes, they were evaluated in accordance with the inner protocol of Artificial Heart Laboratory. Selected samples of VAD’s blood chamber were obtained after human deplantation. The VAD devices were working in connection with patient during different time intervals, the implantation time being equal to 42, 63, 86 and more than 200 days for VAD1, VAD2, VAD3 and VAD4, respectively. The VAD1-3 devices are showed in Figs. 1-3. Eight sectors of inner surface were marked out for every individual VAD.
Then, polyurethane – DMF solutions were cast onto clean microscopic glass substrates. Prepared samples were dried through 24 hours at temperature lower than 150°C. Dry thin polyurethane layers were carefully removed from glass surface. Such prepared thin foils of about 1 μm thickness were examined with M80 SPECORD IR spectrophotometer.

The M80 SPECORD is two-beam spectrophotometer working in 400 – 4000 cm⁻¹ wavenumber interval (to 2.5 to 25 μm wavelength).

At the same time fragments cut off from the fourth and eighth sectors were examined with high sensitivity Zeiss 5 Exciter Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope equipped with a CCD camera. Using a confocal microscope enables the imaging in two and three dimensions.

Imaging with laser scanning confocal microscopy allowed accurate representation of damage. Analysis of two-dimensional images allowed to estimate size of defects. In addition, analysis of three-dimensional and topographic images allowed for the depth of defects to be defined.

3. Results

Images of surface morphology taken on cut out inner VAD surface are shown in Figs. 4-11. All images were performed in identical 1.4 x 1.4 mm dimension areas.

Two dimensions images are performed respectively in Figs.4, 6, 8, 10 and three dimensions in Figs. 5, 7, 9, 11. Pictures taken on surface in the fourth and eighth sectors of VAD2 device are illustrated in Figs. 4-7. The Figs. 8-11 presenting surface morphology in area of the same sectors in VAD4.

Fig. 3. The adhesion of biological material into the blood chamber surface of VAD’s with implantation time t=86 days

Fig. 4. The 2D microscope image performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4 x 1.4 mm area in sector 4 of VAD2 device

Fig. 5. The 3D microscope image picture performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4x1.4 mm area in sector 4 of VAD2 device
Fig. 6. The picture performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4x1.4 mm area in sector 8 of VAD2 device

Fig. 7. The picture performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4x1.4 mm area in sector 8 of VAD2 device

Fig. 8. The 2D microscope image performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4 x 1.4 mm area in sector 4 of VAD4 device

Fig. 9. The picture performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4x1.4 mm area in sector 8 of VAD4 device

Fig. 10. The 2D microscope image performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4 x 1.4 mm area in sector 8 of VAD4 device

Fig. 11. The picture performed with confocal microscope taken on 1.4x1.4 mm area in sector 8 of VAD4 device
The IR spectra taken on thin foils prepared from the VAD pieces coming from the fourth and eighth sectors of VAD1-4 are shown in Figs 12-15. One can see in all the spectra, that beyond 500-1750 and 2750-3500 cm\(^{-1}\) wavenumber intervals no peaks are seen. The strongest peaks in the first wavenumber interval are grown at about 1116, 1220, 1312, 1532 and 1716 cm\(^{-1}\), the weaker ones are seen at about 1312 and 1412, 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) while the weakest peaks are seen at about 660, 772, 820, 1076 and 1364 cm\(^{-1}\). Within the second interval spanning 2750-3500 cm\(^{-1}\) range the strongest peaks are at about 2884, 2924 and 3328 cm\(^{-1}\). The weaker peak is seen at about 2800 cm\(^{-1}\).

4. Discussion

Spectra taken on polyurethane thin foils prepared from materials cut off from the fourth and eighth sectors of all the VAD devices together with the reference spectrum added are showed in Figs. 12-15. The reference spectrum was performed on sample prepared from the same polyurethane material as VAD devices were made of. All the spectra for the reasons mentioned in the previous section were divided into two groups spanning 360-1800 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2600-3500 cm\(^{-1}\) intervals. The majority of individual peaks can be attributed to characteristic functional groups and their intensity changes is connected with material degradation.
A broad band stretched from 600 cm\(^{-1}\) to 800 cm\(^{-1}\) wavenumber is due to N-H single bond vibrations and the 772 cm\(^{-1}\) frequency is connected with wagging N-H vibrations, while adjacent peak at about 820 cm\(^{-1}\) overlapping high frequency wing of the abroad band can be attributed to deformation vibrations of C-H bond contained in CH\(_2\) methylene group.

The sharp absorption peak with high intensity placed at about 1116 cm\(^{-1}\) is attributed to strong stretching vibration of C-O single bonding located in ether group. From the other hand the peak with strongest absorption intensity is placed at about 1220 cm\(^{-1}\) and this vibration is connected with stretching vibration of C-O contained in =C-O-C group, which is characteristic for aromatic ethers. Other strong peak, which absorption has been dramatically decreased (if we compare with reference material spectrum in all cases), placed at about 1312 cm\(^{-1}\) results from stretching C-N group vibration. Probably middle peak placed at about 1364 cm\(^{-1}\) is connected with wagging vibration of C-H single bonding. Further two weak peaks at about 1412 cm\(^{-1}\) and at about 1476 cm\(^{-1}\) come from in-plane deforming C-H group vibration and phenylene ring vibration, respectively. The absorption intensity of last three mentioned peaks has been decreased if we compare with reference spectrum.

Strong peak placed at about 1532 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to coupling of bending vibration of secondary N-H amine group and stretching vibration of C-N bond, contained in urethane group. The further peak, which intensity also has been decreased is placed at about 1600 cm\(^{-1}\). This frequency is attributed to stretching vibration of C=O groups located in aromatic phenylene rings. The 1716 cm\(^{-1}\) peak comes from stretching vibration of C=O carbonyl group. We didn’t observe changes of absorption intensity of 1716 cm\(^{-1}\) peak in VAD1, VAD3 and VAD4 spectra. The exception here’s spectrum of VAD2 where its intensity is little lower.
Two bands, which form doublet are placed at about 2864 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2924 cm\(^{-1}\). The first of these peaks is attributed to symmetrical stretching vibration of CH\(_2\) methylene group and the second one is connected with asymmetrical stretching CH\(_2\) vibration. The doublet of methylene group stretching vibration isn’t observable in reference material. The last of all mentioned bands is peak placed at about 3328 cm\(^{-1}\) connected with secondary amine N-H group stretching vibration. The 2800-2300 cm\(^{-1}\) doublet is formed more separated if we compare with reference spectrum in all cases. Just the definitely formed doublet is seen in VAD4 spectrum.

The intensity of a weak abroad band in range 500-900 cm\(^{-1}\) has been decreased in all graphs. Also the intensity decrease of 1076, 1116, 1312, 1364, 1412,1532, 1476, 1600 and 3328 cm\(^{-1}\) peaks has been observed. The peaks placed at about 1716, 2864 and 2924 cm\(^{-1}\) didn’t reveal a significant changes of their absorption intensity. A visible increase of peaks absorption is seen in IR spectrum of VAD1 device, showed in Fig. 12.

The intensity of 1120 cm\(^{-1}\) peak is higher than intensity of the same peak in reference spectrum and in spectrum taken on sample from sector 8.

Decrease of all peaks intensity is more visible in spectra of VAD4 device and is about 50 % lower if we compare with reference material.

All spectra differences, which were mentioned above are more clearly observed in spectra taken on samples obtained from 4 sectors. Also the intensities decreases are more visible in four sector than in eight sector.

One can see, that intensity of peaks connected with N-H vibration (3328 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1312 cm\(^{-1}\) has been decreased in the all graphs, especially in spectra taken on samples from 4 sector if VADs.
The exception is absorption graph of VAD4 device, where the N-H vibration is very low. This fact suggests that the proportion ratio of N-H function groups has been changed. The amount of N-H single bonds in sector 4 is lower than the same one in sector 8 and is comparable for both sectors in VAD4 device. The decrease of 1116 cm\(^{-1}\) correspond to breaking of C-O single bonds contained in urethane groups.

All changes observed in recorded spectra suggest aging and chemical degradation of polyurethane applied in VAD’s production. The degradation of polymer seems to be caused by interaction of VAD’s inner surface with flowing blood ingredients, like oxygen, water and enzymes. Usually the immediate contact of polymer with organic components causes the degradation of material in hydrolysis way. The general scheme of hydrolysis reaction of urethane groups is showed in Figs. 24-25.

![Diagram of urethane group hydrolysis](image-url)

During the hydrolysis of ether group the hydrogen contained in \(\beta\)-methylene group is moved to carbonyl oxygen atom. The \(\alpha\) methylene carbon contained in ether group is the carbonium ion, what results in ether C=O single bonds breaking. The \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) carbon indexes are shown in Fig. 21.

![Diagram of \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) carbon indexes](image-url)

The mild surface degradation of VADs was confirmed by microscopic analysis.

The microscopic images taken on 4 and 8 sectors of VAD2 and VAD4 devices are shown in Figs. 4-11. Two and three dimensional pictures of the same area show discontinuities in polyurethane surface. Usually there are linear defects and holes, which are superficial enough. The average length of linear defects is about 1 mm and holes diameter is around 20-200 \(\mu\)m.

It’s clearly seen that 1.4x1.4 mm area showed in Fig.10 (VAD4) is more defected than the same dimension area showed in Fig. 6 (VAD2). It’s in good accordance with time of contact between urethane surface and human blood, which was longer in VAD4.

The large surface discontinuity of VAD2 which diameter is about two hundred micrometers and its depth is about 50 \(\mu\)m is visible in Fig. 4 (sector 4). The sector 8 of the same device is more damaged with linear defects and mild holes. The average length of linear defects is around 0.5-1mm and average hole’s diameter is about 5-50 \(\mu\)m. The maximum value of visible holes depth is about 70 \(\mu\)m.

The similar damages of surface has been showed in Figs.8 and 10, which were performed on VAD4 fragments (sector 4 and 8). The numerous mild holes and a linear defects are visible in presented areas. We found that this kind of damage is more visible in sector 8.

The average diameter of holes visible in sector 4 is about 10 \(\mu\)m and the diameter of the largest one is about 50 \(\mu\)m. The average depth of holes is about 100 \(\mu\)m. The length of linear defects is in range 100-400 \(\mu\)m.

The wide holes are more numerous in sector 8 of VAD4 device than in the same sector of VAD2. Their average diameter is about 10 \(\mu\)m and the diameter of the biggest observed hole is about 80 \(\mu\)m. The length of visible linear defects is in range 100-600 \(\mu\)m.

The linear defects visible in microscopic images are more numerous in sector 4 of both of devices (VAD2 and VAD4). We assume that these kind of surface damage is connected with blood flows inside the devices.

### 5. Conclusions

Thin polyurethane foils were prepared from VAD1-4 pieces taken from 4 and 8 sectors of every device were checked with IR absorption spectroscopy. Also the fragments cut off from sector 4 and sector 8 of VAD2 and VAD4 were checked with confocal microscopy.
Carried IR investigations showed that C-O-C and N-H peak intensities have been decreased in all obtained spectra. Also the decrease of these peaks is more visible in spectra taken on polyurethane foils from 4 sectors. These changes indicate breaking of C-O single bonds contained in urethane groups and the decrease of N-H groups amount.

At once the most probably degradation should be connected with hydrolysis of urethane groups. We should note that sector 4 is more subjected for contact with blood ingredients on the ground that coagulums are forming onto its surface.

The degradation which is connected with changes visible in IR spectra don’t clearly correspond with time of VADs exploitation. The explanation is fact that VADs were working with individual patients.

The confocal microscopy analysis performed on VAD2 and VAD4 fragments showed that surface is damaged in all checked fragments. The holes and the linear defects are visible in sectors 4 and 8 of VADs. The damaging of surface is more advanced in fragments cut off from VAD4 device.

However comparing the results of confocal microscopy and IR spectroscopic results it can be concluded that observed damages are mechanical and are not a result of VAD’s degradation.

Obtained results show that changes of polyurethane material are not very significant for VAD’s working time.
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